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1. Always consider the audience
Perspective is everything! To gain some, step back from the stage
and sink into a front row seat. Ask yourself these three things and
be brutally honest. Much like exercise, you'll be happy you did it
afterward!

Am I using the right tone when addressing my audience?
Am I giving the people what they want?
Would I keep reading past the first sentence?

2. Own your VOICE
Get clear about whether your message is personal and first
person, strictly business and third person, or anything in between.
What you choose isn't as important as making that decision across
the board. Uniform messaging is key. Take inventory by asking
yourself:

How does my brand speak about itself?
What does that message say to other people?

3. Remove Passivity
Usually our words are passive, ultimately taking us nowhere, fast.
Make your words DO something with these quick tips:

Use an 'ing'
Add more verbs.
Pair with adverbs.

4. Infuse persuasive words
Warning: this tactic is powerful! You’ve likely had these words used
on you both indirectly by ad campaigns and very directly by
telemarketers. Use the following words to compel future clients:

Because
Free
Only
You

5. Make the cut
When writing effective copy, less is more. When a prospective
customer STOPS reading, maybe it's because they’re…

lazy.
Or overachievers.
Or they forgot because
they’re…
almost always multi-tasking.
You still have to capture them. So be concise. Chop anything that
doesn't move your message forward.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Stay tuned !for a daily
follow-up email with additional explanations and practical
applications of each section.
!

Happy Writing!
~Megan Reilly

